CHAPTER 13

TIMELINE

Insert the following events into the timeline. This should help you to compare important historical events chronologically.

last Japanese embassy to China
Kamabura shogunate ends in Japan
Vietnam wins independence from China
start of Gempei Wars in Japan
independent Silla kingdom established
Yi dynasty established in Korea

__668__
__838__
__939__
__1180__
__1336__
__1392__

TERMS, PEOPLE, EVENTS

The following terms, people, and events are important to your understanding of the chapter. Define each one on a separate sheet of paper.

bakufu    Minamoto
Emperor Kammu   Kuya
Golden and Silver Pavilions   tea ceremony
Hano Hoanji temple
Ho Xuan Huong   Trinh
Hojo    Ashikaga Shogunate
daimyo
Kamakura Shogunate   Empress Koken
kami   Son of Heaven
Kmanders   Silla
Koguryo   Nguyen
Le dynasty   Hue
Middle Kingdom   Viets
Nara   Paekche
Koryo dynasty   Y":
Trung sisters   seppuku
Gumpei Wars    Heian
Nara   kama kura
Tale of Genji    Yoritomo
Yoshitsune   bushi
bushi    Zen monasteries

Minamoto
Kuya
 tea ceremony
Trinh
Choson
Empress Koken
Nguyen
Silla
Hue
Viets
Paekche
Yi
seppuku
Heian
kama kura
Yoritomo
MAP EXERCISE

The following exercise is intended to clarify the geophysical environment and the spatial relationships among the important objects and places mentioned in the chapter. Locate the following places on the map.

Japan       Korea       Vietnam

Which of the satellite regions could be described as peninsular? Which regions could be described as insular? How does this help to explain the variations in dissemination of Chinese culture among the regions?